Workspace
Scalable, robust and secure
discovery and packaging toolkit in
the cloud

Easy to use tool from application
packaging specialists to application
packaging specialists, regardless of
software packaging skills
Working in the packaging industry usually
involves working on daily tasks of the same
type that takes up too much professional time.
Practically, this means that instead of solving
complex problems, you have to do simple but
necessary actions.
Workspace was designed specifically to enable
the automatization of all routine actions of the
packaging specialist. Thus, work becomes more
comfortable, and working time will be
distributed much more productive.
The system supports the most common and
latest packaging formats: App-V, MSI, MSIX.
Apptimized is constantly working to improve
the product.

BENEFITS TO
YOUR ORGANIZATION
Packaging toolset
A tool that performs all
engine actions allows
you to spend time more
efficiently on solving
really important and
complex tasks.

Best experience based
The tool, which is the
results of a collaboration
between packagers and
developers.

Modern formats
supported
Generate several
package formats in the
process of work or
change the format of an
already finished
package.

Key Product Features
Any package any time
The ability to get multiple application formats
during the packaging of the first version and after.
So, the final generated package can be repacked
into a new format with the ability to make
adjustments if necessary. Thus, even without
additional skills in the subject of packaging, you
can issue more.
Create and test in one place
After the package has been generated, we provide
a clean virtual machine with the different OSs on
which it will be possible to check how it works.
Thus, you can be sure that the shipped package
actually performs all the declared functionality.

Edit your package
All working information is accessible for editing, so
you can edit it while working in order to properly
tune the configuration.

Modern workspace
Apptimized Workspace is continuously improved
and new featur es and technologies are supported
within short term.
Best practices for packaging Workspace
The tool, which is the results of a collaboration
between packagers and developers, takes into
account not only the basic features of software
packaging but also covers the cases that are
mostly needed in the workplace.

Custom settings per project
If it is necessary to work with several projects at
the same time it is possible to save templates for
each of them. In the futur e, this will allow you to
save time on setting up all the configurations and
immediately begin the process of packaging the
application.
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